


The following are Excerpts of a longer Important Message given 
by Our Lord and Savior on April 18, 2021 to a 
well-respected Catholic messenger (Children of the Renewal).

The words of were recorded before the 
Blessed Sacrament in the parish Adoration Chapel.



This Important Message from is about:
❖ The 
❖ Related matters of concern for mankind 

including:
❖ How To Discernand FollowThe Teachings of

the 
First, here are Summaries of the Message…



SUMMARY OF MESSAGE
vaccines )

says:

❖ All vaccines are UNLIKE anything else 
ever marketed to mankind in the  world 

❖ All vaccines are POISONS

❖ All vaccinesare EVIL



SUMMARY OF MESSAGE
vaccines )

says:

❖ All vaccines 
Manipulation in a person's DNA

❖ All vaccines NEGATIVELY
impact a person’s health



also states:
* The purpose of all COVID Vaccines is 

* Creating and receiving COVID Vaccines 
is AGAINST THE for mankind



SUMMARY OF MESSAGE
(Related Matters Of Concern)

Our Lord JESUS CHRIST says:

*  Today is worse than the Days of Noah
*  People should not make decisions, such as 

taking the Covid-19 vaccines, out of fear
• Losing one's soul is WORSE than 

physical death



SUMMARY OF MESSAGE  
(Related Matters Of Concern)

*  Doctors are not Godand do not know everything
*   There is corruption in EVERY institution and

EVERY industry on earth (no exception)
*   There is corruption in the healthcareand 

pharmaceutical industries



Finally, reminds mankind of Promise:
'the gates of hell will not prevail against 





My child, you are 

concerned for 
family members,

friends and all 
who have taken 
the vaccine that 
was made with

greedy, evil 
intentions.



I remind My 
children, the 
father of lies 

(satan),
My adversary 
and yours is a 
great deceiver.
He knows you 

would not accept 
poison, so he 
positions the 
poison as 

something good.



My children, this is NOT good (Covid-19 vaccines). 
It is unlike anything else mass marketed to 

My children all over the world.



It is AGAINST for man to embed a 

genetic manipulation (
) 

Into My creatures that will 

negatively impact one’s health.



It is NOT good ( ), 
in fact, it is an evil plot to wound and 

in many cases to kill children. 

created people and adversary (satan) 

wants to do harm to the human race...



You are living in evil times, My children.
Never before has there been such evil. 

I mean these words, My little one.



It is much worse (Today) than in the Days of Noah. 
Some might disagree with this statement, 

so I tell you again, 
Never before has such evil permeated the Earth.



Therefore, be alert.   Investigate claims about this vaccine, and 
anything that is offered to the entire world; especially when it 

comes from the  place of fear...

BREAKING BIG: Pfizer Director Admits 
Vaccine was Never Tested on 
Preventing Transmission During EU 
Hearing Contrary to Previous Claims 
(VIDEO)    By Jim Hoft
Published October 11, 2022 

CDC investigates 
deaths of 
vaccinated 
patients in 
nursing ...

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/author/jezztoot/


Doctor Urges Canadian 
Medical Association to 
Investigate the Unusual Death 
of 80 Young Doctors Since 
Vaccine Rollout – 800% Above 
Baseline/Expected Number   
By Jim Hoft
Published October 17, 2022 

Pfizer, BioNTech and 
Moderna making $1,000 
profit every second while 
world’s poorest countries 
remain largely 
unvaccinated - World | 
ReliefWeb

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/author/jezztoot/


Dr. Robert Malone Posts 
Irrefutable Proof on 
Ivermectin and the Uttar 
Pradesh India Success Story  
By Jim Hoft
Published January 17, 2022 

AUTOPSY RESULTS OF THE 
VAXXED - DR RYAN COLE

January 5, 2022
Two brilliant doctors explain 
what's really going on with 
COVID   By Terry Paulding

5 mistakes Dr. Anthony Fauci 
made on COVID that spelled 
disaster  By Steven W. Mosher

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/author/jim-hoft/
https://www.americanthinker.com/author/terrypaulding/
https://nypost.com/2022/07/23/dr-anthony-faucis-5-disastrous-covid-mistakes/


The Bill Gates Effect: WHO’s DTP Vaccine Killed More Children 

in Africa Than the Diseases it Targeted.

Portuguese health worker, 41, dies two days after getting the 

Pfizer Covid vaccine as her father says he ‘wants answers’.

Mexican doctor hospitalized after receiving COVID-19 vaccine.

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving 

Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine.

Death of Swiss man after Pfizer vaccine.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/the-bill-gates-effect-whos-dtp-vaccine-kills-more-children-in-africa-than-the-diseases-it-targets/
https://trib.al/eEWi66p
https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-mexico-vaccines-idUSKBN2970H3
https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-swiss-death-idUSKBN29413Y


Wife of ‘perfectly healthy’ Miami doctor, 56, who died of a 
blood disorder 16 days after getting Pfizer Covid-19 vax is 
certain it was triggered by the jab, as drug giant investigates 
first death with a suspected link to shot.
75-year-old Israeli man dies 2 hours after getting Covid-19

vax.
88-year-old collapses and dies several hours after being vaxd.

Thousands negatively affected after getting Covid-19 vax

Hospital worker with no prior allergies in intensive care with 
severe reaction after Pfizer Covid vaccine.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9119431/Miami-doctor-58-dies-three-weeks-receiving-Pfizer-Covid-19-vaccine.html
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/293865
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/293952
https://www.theepochtimes.com/thousands-negatively-affected-after-getting-covid-19-vaccine_3625914.html
https://metro.co.uk/2020/12/16/hospital-worker-in-intensive-care-after-suffering-severe-allergic-reaction-to-covid-vaccine-13763695/


These are not the days of innocence, 
but the days of disobedience, 

of rebellion against God, of impurity...



Discern, pray and listen to others who love and follow Me.

The worst thing that can happen to You is NOT death,  

My children.    The worst thing is to lose one’s soul.





do not intend to say that you cannot or should not 
follow the advice of your doctors, but remember they 

are NOT and they do NOT know everything.



In fact, many physicians 
are in the dark 
about even the basic 
issues occurring
in the world of 
medicine today.



My children, listen to Me.
There is an element of corruption

in every institution on earth.
Every institution and every industry.

I am speaking .



My children.
That does NOT mean that every single person is corrupt that belongs 

to an institution for work or is contributing to an industry in some way.



What mean, though, is that overall
there is corruption in every institution.

You must carefully consider each industry, 
like the pharmaceutical industry and 
scrutinize what they are encouraging 

you to take...



Discern the signs of the times.
You know what is coming, My Children of Light
I shared this knowledge with My Apostle John

and he recorded this in ...



There is so much deception, My children.

Remember in the last days, 

good will be made  to look like evil;  

and evil will be made to look like good.



You must be My wise and discerning children. 
Do NOT be prideful and reject the advice from 

people of due to what the world is telling you.



This vaccine is not the only thing they 

(the world) will convince you to do.

It is one of many things to come.



You must stand up against the evil one’s plans. 
Pray, pray, pray and allow Me to direct you. 

Choose wisely, My children.

Allow Me to order your steps..



Listen to Godly people 
who will also bring My 
clarity to you.  

Use this input, the 
scriptures and your 
own gifts of 
intelligence and reason 
to make holy decisions.



Do NOT be motivated 
by fear.

Almost every 
decision made in 
fear is NOT a good 
use of judgment.



Think, My children. Pray.

Be in UNION with My Holy Spirit and 

the teachings of the Church.





There must be unity, 

My holy children.

I gave you the  Church

to guide you.

The Magisterium will         

guide  you, My children.

The Magisterium, 

in UNION.



This (Magisterium) DOES NOT mean each Bishop or each Cardinal, 

or EVEN THE POPE acting alone or giving his own opinion.



I am referring to the CHAIR OF PETER, in union
with the Bishops,  and the Bishops in unity with the Pope.  

It will be unity that shows you the way.



My children, when you do not see unity,
it is a sign post to you.

Hold fast to the teachings of
My Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church

which stands on a firm foundation
that I gave to you and which is

guided by My Holy Spirit.



When you see mistakes or 
errors of opinions, 

DO NOT think ‘the Church 
can no longer be trusted’ 

for that is to FALL into a TRAP 
set by the evil one (satan).



Recall that I promised,
‘the gates of hell will not prevail 

against My Church.’



Children, I said this
(‘gates of hell will not prevail 

against My Church’)
so that you would know.

I gave these words for times such as this,
to encourage My people

during times of suffering, 
persecution and yes,

even times of corruption 
(in the Church)...





Three Catholic Prelates Speak About

Following the Teaching of the Magisterium

Preview YouTube video Papal Idolatry: 
Two Prelates Warn Against The Error Of Our Age

Papal Idolatry: Two Prelates Warn Against The Error Of Our Age

Bishop Athanasius Archbishop Carlo Vigano            Cardinal Gerhard
Schneider Müller 



https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bp-schneider-pope-has-full-authority-but-cannot-
weaken-the-integrity-of-the-catholic-faith/

Bishop Athanasius Schneider (October 24, 2022)

"To be faithful to the Church does not mean to obey interiorly all 
words and acts of a Pope or a bishop, since the Pope or a bishop 
are not identical to the entire Church. And if a Pope or a bishop 
supports a way which damages the integrity of the faith and the 
liturgy, then one is in no way obliged to follow him interiorly, 
because we have to follow the Faith and the norms of the Church 
of all ages, of the apostles and the saints."

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bp-schneider-pope-has-full-authority-but-cannot-weaken-the-integrity-of-the-catholic-faith/


https://www.kath.net/news/79808

Cardinal Gerhard Müller (October 22, 2022)

"You don’t have to obey an obviously heretical bishop just for 

reasons of formality, otherwise religious obedience would be 

blind obedience that contradicts not only reason but also faith. 

The right to resist is, of course, strictly related to the revealed 

truths."

https://www.kath.net/news/79808


Paix Liturgique 1

Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò (Tuesday, September 13, 2022)

“The Church is not a society governed by an absolute monarch, 

free from any higher authority, who can impose his whim on his 

subjects.  The Head of the Church is Christ, and Christ is its only 

true King and Lord, of whom the Roman Pontiff is the Vicar, just 

as he is the Successor of the Prince of the Apostles. ….



2 

Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò (Tuesday, September 13, 2022)

….Abusing the vicarious power of Christ and placing oneself 

outside the succession by proposing heterodox doctrines, or by 

imposing norms that refer to them, makes this intrinsic link 

with Christ the Head and with His Mystical Body, the Church, 

disappear…..



Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò (Tuesday, September 13, 2022) 3

….In fact, the Pope’s vicarious power enjoys all the prerogatives 

of absolute, immediate and direct authority over the 

Church only to the extent that it conforms to its main purpose, 

which is the salus animarum, always following in the wake of 

Tradition and fidelity to Our Lord.”

By Marco Tosatti in Paix Liturgique



Please Also See:
You Must Watch This Life-Saving Video:

GOD will Heal People who took the Covid-19 vaccines
Found on the blog, Mary Refuge Of Souls:
Short URL: https://wp.me/p63aiN-aWy

https://wp.me/p63aiN-aWy




For More Information About The End Times     
And Daily Christian Prophecies:

VISIT: Mary Refuge Of Souls
https://MaryRefugeOfSouls.com


